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ABSTRACT
Corporate archives are rarely considered strategic by their parent organizations, and their funding levels tend to reflect that lower priority status. This article suggests that corporate archivists could benefit from looking outside the profession for insights on how to build more compelling statements of their strategic value. To illustrate the potential utility of this cross-disciplinary approach, more than eighty articles from academic journals were reviewed for examples of strategic value derived from the business use of organizational pasts. Two examples of the application of organizational pasts to strategic business activities drawn from this literature are highlighted—organizational change and corporate identity mix.
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A corporate asset is perceived to be strategic when it contributes to the creation of competitive advantage. Many corporations believe that a corporate archives adds value, but measuring and quantifying that value empirically has been difficult, because the nature of the function’s contributions to a corporation tends to be intangible. The placement of a tangible dollar value on the archival role in such business-critical activities as providing background information for management decision making, facilitating a new product rollout by placing it in historic brand context, reinforcing cultural values with historical proof points, or strengthening employee ties to a firm by celebrating a storied organizational past has been to date largely guesswork. As a result, corporate executives may not fully grasp the strategic value that a corporate archives holds, let alone recognize its strategic potential.

This nonstrategic executive perception is a significant exposure for corporate archives, for strong ahistorical tendencies exist in the modern corporation. These tendencies are aptly and pithily illustrated by a maxim from General Electric’s legendary CEO, Jack Welch: “Forget the Past, Love the Future.”1 Welch, one of the world’s most influential CEOs in the 1980s and 1990s, was renowned for his cost-cutting measures. In his early days as GE’s CEO, he dismissed 100,000 employees.2 So drastic were these layoffs that pundits referred to Welch as “Neutron Jack,” given the resemblance between his restructuring of GE and the results of a neutron bomb explosion—both eliminated people while leaving
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**FIGURE 1.** Widely celebrated as an iconic American businessman, former General Electric CEO Jack Welch can also be considered a nightmarish figure for corporate archivists. Tabbed with the sobriquet “Neutron Jack” by pundits for his penchant for eliminating jobs while leaving the buildings intact, Welch typifies the kind of finance-driven corporate management that presents challenges to corporate archivists trying to preserve their function in the face of budget reductions. Image courtesy of Blue Water Productions.
buildings untouched. Welch’s maxim, with its resounding denial of the value in a corporate past, demonstrates the type of executive attitude that places corporate archives at risk. Welch was a bottom-line-focused executive who based his decisions on results. He was not swayed by arguments based on intuited, unquantified, value statements of the kind in which the traditional business case for corporate archives has historically been grounded.

Welch was not alone in this regard. A 1989 article in a leading business journal advocated slashing corporate centers—where corporate archives are generally organizationally aligned—as a major source of value creation. The article noted that the corporate centers of Fortune 25 firms constituted almost one-fifth of the firms’ total market value of debt and equity, and were as much as six times more expensive than investing the same funding into mutual funds. The piece cited the 1986 restructuring of an American conglomerate’s corporate center by a British turnaround specialist which reduced the center by 90 percent—creating significant bottom-line benefits—as an example of what happens when financial rigor is applied to nonstrategic functions. “This does not necessarily mean,” the author stated, “that corporate centers are just wasting money; they may well be involved in very important, value-adding activities. The point is that, at costs this high, they had better be doing just that.”

Under the pressure of this intense financial scrutiny, corporate centers wilted, and corporate archives with them. When budgetary push came to shove, significant archives programs closed or suffered crippling budget cuts at struggling companies like Texas Instruments, United Technologies, Control Data, Unisys, Sporting News, J.C. Penney, Aetna, IBM, and Target. Unlike archives in governments, universities, or historical societies, where an archives’ mission is an intrinsic part of the larger organizational mission, corporate archives are discretionary investments—they have no institutional mandate guaranteeing their existence.

It is clear that the first and never-ending challenge for a corporate archives is justifying its existence by proving that it adds more value than it costs. What corporate archives need, but so far lack, is a compelling, irrefutable, replicable statement of business value capable of convincing the Neutron Jacks of the world that an archives is a strategic rather than discretionary function—a “must have” rather than a “nice to have.”

In Search of . . .

Practitioners of corporate history know in their hearts that this business case should exist, and, seemingly contrary to Welch’s clarion call to forget, practical reality seems to support that intuition. A 2009 study of corporate history content showed that out of eighty-six company Web pages reviewed, only
five lacked a section providing historical content. So there is a broad corporate consensus that organizational history is important enough to be publicly referenced. However, the primary takeaway from this analysis was that external use of history by most firms tends to be quite limited, forming an obligatory component of an “about us” section of the website that answers frequently asked questions: when did a company start, who were its iconic leaders, and so on. This is a relatively low value use of a company’s history, one that adds value by providing quick answers for website visitors but on the whole fails to create competitive advantage.

A stronger argument for the strategic value of history is found in 2012 Harvard Business Review article by John T. Seaman Jr. and George David Smith. This article provided several compelling recent examples of how businesses have used their pasts to great effect. The authors used anecdotal evidence to illustrate intangible value derived from the application of history in such strategically significant initiatives as smoothing cultural transitions, or understanding and informing decision-making processes. However, like other writings on the strategic value of business history dating from the 1930s to the 1990s, the article fails to demonstrate quantifiable returns on investment in corporate history. As such, its hypothesis that a company’s history is strategically important rests largely on important but statistically unproven and possibly irreplicable assertions. In a cut-throat corporate environment, a business case built on assertions of potential value based upon anecdotal evidence will not sway a hard-charging executive with a laser focus on reducing costs and improving financial results.

It may be time to conclude that a compelling business justification for corporate archives capable of making Neutron Jack change his mind will not come from professional historians and archivists. These practitioners know organizational and business history, but they lack an understanding of the strategic motivations of senior executives. This inability to speak the language of funding managers is not a new issue for the broader archives profession, corporate and institutional archivists alike. A 1984 research report prepared for the Society of American Archivists noted that resource allocators usually deem archives departments nonstrategic and that archivists fail to communicate effectively with resource allocators. The report consequently concluded that archives are poorly positioned to compete in annual funding battles with departments that are able to demonstrate greater strategic contributions.

In the three decades since this report was issued, corporate history practitioners have become better at speaking the language of business. But they are not yet fluent enough in this language to build that elusive, irrefutable value statement. There are, however, two groups of people who do speak fluent business—business people themselves and business academics.
Of the two, it is unlikely that corporate archivists will find much help from business people. Since few business folk write about their experiences, and fewer still will provide much insight on the use of history in their organizations, there is little formally captured knowledge from which corporate history practitioners can derive insights.9

Business academics, however, offer more promise for several reasons. First, they research and write frequently, driven by academia’s publish-or-perish dictate. Second, they tend to search for universal truths, which can be made relevant beyond the specific case study or statistics they are analyzing. Third, they research and write in depth, which can provide both lessons for and new perspectives on the work of corporate history practitioners.10 And, most important, they are writing in the language of business for a nonarchival audience.

It seems plausible then, that a review of the business literature for what has been written about the application and business value of older information in organizations could prove of some value for corporate archivists.11 With that in mind, more than eighty academic articles from a range of business-related disciplines—organization theory, organizational management, change management, marketing, communications, business ethics, organizational memory studies, institutional theory, administrative science, political culture, economics, and sociology, to name a few—were reviewed for this article.12

For the purpose of this review, these studies share a fresh perspective on the work of corporate history practitioners. Collectively, they frame the application of and value in organizational pasts in the very language in which business consultants make their pitches. This characteristic makes them very useful for practitioners looking to create a convincing business justification for corporate archives.

**History Matters? Path Dependence**

There are many schools of thought in the writings of business scholars. For the purpose of analyzing the use of organizational pasts, however, this article will focus on just two of them—path dependence and the critics of path dependence.13

That there is any strategic value at all in an organizational past has only been recently recognized in business academic literature. Prior to 1980, twentieth-century scholars largely ignored the role of organizational history in the modern corporation.14 Then, around 1980, several economists introduced historicity as a viable explanation for the evolution of firms and industries.15 Several other academics revived cumulative causation, a theory from Progressive-era economist and social critic Thorstein Veblen. Veblen’s economic concept states that both external circumstances and individual actions are part of a continual,
cumulative, and evolutionary process of change. The resulting theory based on the work of Veblen and those 1980s economists has since evolved into what is now known as the “path dependence” school of thought.

The concept of path dependence is founded upon the notion that “history matters,” referring to the fact that an understanding of the past is important to any understanding of the present. In this concept, historical factors can set directions and shape conditions that have long-term influence over firms, technologies, markets, industries, and even nations.

A much-cited example of this in the literature is a study of the QWERTY keyboard, which was initially designed to minimize the jamming of keys on manual typewriters and has remained a standard keyboard alignment for more than a century. QWERTY’s status as a standard has enabled it to fend off challenges from alternative, potentially superior keyboard alignments, even in today’s digital era long after its original typewriter-based raison d’etre disappeared. Another technology case in point was the battle between VHS and Betamax video formats in the 1970s and 1980s. Allegedly, VHS won that battle not because it is a superior technology, but because a fortuitous tape licensing strategy produced a plethora of cheaper blank tapes that drove VHS deck purchases and led to market dominance.

The concept of path dependence was quickly accepted in other academic fields of study. Scholars from sociology, history, economics, and management found the theory a useful lens through which to view organizational, institutional, technological, and industrial evolution. Collectively, this body of literature emphasizes the predeterminant and lasting role that external circumstances, internal capabilities, and strategic decisions have in shaping and setting evolutionary directions.

It is ironic, then, that given their “history matters” orientation, path-dependence theorists portray organizational history as a negative. Path-dependence theorists describe competitive advantage as a set of unique, at times accidental, historical circumstances or decisions that conferred commercial advantage on a firm, such as favored access to raw materials or transportation, a uniquely talented inventor or leader, and so on. In this deterministic concept, the influences on and actions of entities over time have a narrowing effect that increasingly reduce the pool of choices available to an organization, where “Early choices about products, markets, and modes of operation are locked in through decisions about asset configuration and organization structure, constraining future options.” To wit, how many of us continued to invest in VHS technology long after the introduction of DVDs?

This narrowing proceeds to the point where a firm is locked into a counterproductive and irreversible path that limits its strategic options and creates a rigid, inflexible culture that is adverse to change. Key to this process are the
existence of increasing returns (e.g., buying movies on VHS were cheaper than buying DVDs) and positive feedback (acquiring a favorite movie and saving money). Both of these factors in the short-term reinforce the perception that these strategic decisions are correct and successful, but over the long term constrain the organization (boxes of VHS tapes that no longer have any value). One study in summarizing this body of research noted, “Even in highly successful firms, the strategic lessons drawn from their past were largely demonstrations of ‘path dependency’—that a firm succeeded because it had unique and non-replicable advantages.”

For proponents of this school of thought, the history of business success is primarily useful for explaining how a firm evolved into its current incarnation, but has little or no ongoing strategic value. A firm’s history is not a manageable, flexible, or even relevant resource, for it “will be very difficult, if not impossible, to imitate.” For path-dependence theorists, the lessons of the past are irreparable, and therefore they are irrelevant to the present and future. In this light, history can be seen as a competitive disadvantage, with negative internal cultural impacts. Instead of seeing history as an asset, they believe that stubborn loyalty to a successful corporate past can bind a firm by increasingly limiting its future strategic options, making it harder to break free in new directions. This results in core competencies becoming core rigidities, generating an “organizational sunk cost” that limits options, closes minds to new approaches, and creates a corporate culture ossified by traditions, routines, and processes.

The implications of this path-dependence school of thought for corporate archives are disturbing. For decades, corporate history practitioners have been battling to strategically position their content (and themselves by extension) as valuable corporate assets. But, at the same time, to the extent that path-dependence theories have been integrated into business school curricula—and anecdotal evidence suggests that they have—generations of MBAs have been taught that organizational pasts not only have little ongoing strategic value, but that they are actually a negative. And these graduates are the same people who are running companies today.

**A Historic Turn: The Critics**

Fortunately for practitioners of corporate history, there is an alternative and growing body of literature critical of the determinism of path-dependence theories, hereafter collectively referred to as the critics. It is somewhat of a misnomer to label the critics as a coherent school of thought, as their writings do not reflect a singular theory or topic. But they are united by their criticism of path dependence’s rejection of the ongoing institutional relevance of...
an organization’s past. For the purposes of this article, their writings can be thematically grouped together as a single perspective.

Based upon closer review of how organizations use history, several of the critics noted that the portrayal of corporate history as a source of rigidity and resistance to change in both strategic management and organizational theory stands in sharp contrast to “the way corporations are using history in practice.” These studies recognized that while the facts of organizational histories cannot be altered, they can in fact be known only through interpretation, a perspective that opens up a “dynamic view of organizational history and questions the determinism of historical trajectories.” Several authors concluded that “Traditional strategic management research has not yet fully explored the mechanisms by which history can be used to gain competitive advantage.”

To be sure, the writings of the critics are not yet a fully formed answer to results-driven executives like Neutron Jack. The reality is that these academics, like corporate archivists and business historians before them, fall short of assigning quantifiable values to corporate intangibles. For example, one study indicated that little empirical evidence exists to demonstrate financial value for intangible concepts like corporate reputations and that it is too early to make robust estimates of the dollar value that can be attributed to a corporate reputation.

Still, researchers are getting closer to identifying tangible value statements. One study concluded that “As a competitive advantage, the heritage of a brand can result in the willingness to accept higher prices and higher consumer loyalty.” A 2013 study demonstrated a measurable connection between the raised awareness generated by corporate tweets and the market liquidity of the stock of smaller, less visible companies. A 2013 article on social media, one of the more metric-driven disciplines, indicated that corporate heritage is successfully driving increases in user engagement. Several other authors noted that heritage content can be a powerful tool for influencing and motivating internal and external stakeholders. Another study indicated a general empirical relationship between good reputations and better-than-average financial performance. And a 2012 survey by the business consulting firm of Weber Shandwick of 575 senior executives in the United States, United Kingdom, China, and Brazil found that the executives estimated that on average 60 percent of their firms’ market value was attributable to reputation, and that 86 percent of those surveyed have made efforts to improve their firms’ reputations over the past five years.

For corporate history practitioners, the chief takeaway from this literature is that while there are as yet no financial measurement tools to quantify the value of the contribution an organization’s past can make, researchers are moving closer to that goal. Until then, practitioners can draw comfort in that the body of work by the critics does reflect a deep-seated belief in the
strategic importance of an organization’s past. In their eyes, any contributions an archives can make to the use of history in an organization is of significance and value.

Among the major themes that can be culled from the writings of the critics, there is little that business history practitioners will not recognize. However, breaking new ground is not the issue here; finding new, compelling ways to frame arguments that corporate archives have strategic value is. Corporate archivists have always known that their function adds value, but the language of archives is not suited to demonstrating that archives are strategic to their firms. Instead, corporate archivists need to frame their business cases in terms executives care about. And what kinds of things do executives care about? They care about highly strategic concepts like organizational change and corporate identity mix.

The History/Heritage Dichotomy

Before addressing the contributions that organizational pasts make to the strategic business concepts of organizational change and corporate identity mix, it is critical to touch first on the important difference between history and heritage. This is not a new or unfamiliar dichotomy to corporate history practitioners, as it has been a recognized if peripheral facet of archival literature for decades and has even served as a point of philosophical dispute for critics of corporate archives. However, it is important to clarify this distinction, because understanding this history/heritage dichotomy is essential to understanding how business academics perceive history to be best used in corporations.

History in this context is the collective body of immutable, objective facts that reside in the documentation that archivists collect. It is true that archivists exert some subjectivity in what they decide to accession and deaccession, but, for the most part, this aspires to be an objective process. The same element of subjectivity holds for historians, as most historical writing reflects interpretive biases, rooted by the historian’s agenda or personal worldview and perhaps reflecting the ethos of the period as well. Nonetheless, in its purest, most aspirational form, historical writing aims for objectivity.

However, for most of the critics cited here, this aspiration stands as a limited view of history. “History is not an objective ‘master narrative’ but, rather, is a curious mix of objective and subjective reality.” For these scholars, there is an important difference between historical facts and the use of those facts.

To distinguish between these two notions, some academics have used the term heritage to describe the applied use of history. Heritage is a thematic, interpretive story, a data subset subjectively selected from a larger pool of historical facts. It is fully grounded in these historical facts, to provide appropriate
and accurate historical context. It is artfully curated, to make history more accessible by creating thematic clarity. It is purposeful and targeted, deliberately crafted to inform and influence key constituents in support of an organizational agenda.

Necessarily, heritage is adaptive. If an organization changes its strategic messaging, its heritage can also be changed to reflect that shift merely by shifting thematic emphasis from one subset of its historical facts to another. Heritage’s supra-historic thematic flexibility allows it to be perpetually relevant—making it “meaningful for all times.”

Some scholars see this subjective application of history as artifice, or even fabrication. One referred to it as a “packaged past,” which, in “emphasizing the strategic context in presenting history . . . is at best half-true because the story is selectively constructed and it is not primarily aimed at presenting ‘facts’ but at using it to persuade and convince audiences.”

However, while the pragmatic use of heritage by organizations may be viewed cynically by some, such criticism does not detract from the legitimacy and even organizational necessity of this contextually accurate application of history. Several studies demonstrated that a society’s relationship to the past—whether remembered (history) or constructed (heritage)—is neither static nor unnatural. It is instead part of the human and organizational condition, subject to ongoing and perpetual constraint and renegotiation.

Heritage and Organizational Change

The critics believe this distinction between history and heritage is central to the contribution an organization’s past can make to both organizational change and corporate image. In both cases, heritage is portrayed as an active tool in the hands of skillful managers trying to influence key internal and external stakeholders, rather than a passive, immutable constraint on strategic options. “History is not necessarily a source of organizational inertia,” wrote one scholar, for “history as organizational members perceive it is not fixed.”

Organizational change is inherently stressful to stakeholders such as employees and investors. But through the skillful use of heritage, change can be deliberately framed in ways that minimize angst for these key constituencies. Numerous scholars noted the institutional importance of having a set of stories grounded in their histories to justify their existence and guide their practices. Others demonstrated how heritage can be used to convincingly support a strategic change, or demonstrate the legitimacy of a new business direction, through the mining of an organization’s past for historical antecedents that
demonstrate continuity and cultural permission. By crafting authentic allusions that demonstrate that current change has plausible ties to past behaviors and actions, management can minimize the perception of the magnitude of that change and facilitate its acceptance by key constituencies. Necessarily, this involves the crafting of subjective heritage stories “as influential discursive resources for crafting a meaningful account of new claims and resolving possible divergences of interpretations about core and distinctive features.”

A number of studies showed how organizations use heritage in a structured, collective interpretation to attach meaning to events and infuse value into organizational processes and outcomes. One study of Cadbury candies indicated how, at three distinct points in its existence, the firm deliberately changed the emphasis of its heritage story to create competitive advantage by better meeting contemporary business needs. Over the course of decades, Cadbury used its past to create, first, a sense of origin and culture, then a sense of moral legitimacy based on purported Quaker roots, and still later a sense of competitive differentiation to better position the firm in the marketplace.

Another study demonstrated how a deliberate reinterpretation of organizational culture and history enabled Bang and Olafsen to re-energize its employees and redefine its identity in times of economic crisis. “At B&O, management addressed several business challenges over the decades by engaging in periodic renewals of the firm’s collective sense of self. These renewals ‘involved the projection of “desired images” or “future selves” that were deeply embedded in the organization’s past.’ The company used selected images from its past ‘to give new sense to the organization present and substantiate future aspirations.’”

A third study showed how truck maker Scania and bank Handelsbanken, two companies with long histories, “use historical reference purposely in order to affect strategy-making.” Scania used selective heritage examples to strengthen its ultimately successful avoidance of a takeover by Volvo. Similarly, Handelsbaken used examples from its past to successfully demonstrate how the introduction of a cutting-edge technology—Internet banking—paralleled similar adoptions of new methods from the company’s past. In both cases, “current ideas are legitimized by depicting them as continuous developments from ancient origins.” Another study noted how the United Parcel Service strategically reframed its heritage stories to present a dramatic reshaping of corporate culture as being less radical than it actually was, by positioning those changes in the context of the company’s cherished heritage of embracing new directions. Similarly, when IBM held a three-day, company-wide online employee forum in 2003 to update its values for the twenty-first century, the discussion of the coming century was framed by and rooted in the company’s then-current value system, which was based on nearly a century of culturally ingrained practices, policies, and beliefs.
FIGURE 2. In the early part of the twentieth century, Cadbury tapped the Quaker roots of its founding family to help it differentiate itself with external and internal stakeholders. This 1906 Cadbury advertisement evokes a sense of Quaker purity and pastoral peacefulness at a time when a heavily industrialized England was experiencing social and labor discord. Image courtesy of Mondelez International Corporate Archives.
Conversely, management can also use examples from a firm’s history to demonstrate the need to create a break with the past, to strategically create organizational discontinuity by creating heritage stories that “rubbish” past behaviors and practices to generate stakeholder buy in and support for change. A study of British Railways demonstrated the effectiveness of this “nostophobic” approach, as management deliberately portrayed the old organizational culture and practices as out of step with the demands of the modern market as part of a campaign to justify to key constituents the need for organizational reform. The study of Handelsbanken noted how that firm, by crafting heritage stories that omitted a part of its past no longer in keeping with current directions and future aspirations, rendered that period “irrelevant as a point of reference.”

Several studies spelled out the strategic implications when a company fails to connect future aspirations to its heritage. Both the Cadbury and Bang and Olafsen studies showed that a disconnect between a strategic vision and key constituencies can create an “identity ambiguity” that undermines business success. A former AT&T executive, reflecting on the firm’s business struggles at the turn of the millennium, made this risk explicit. “What seems certain to me is that, in recent years, through happenstance and errors of judgment, AT&T lost any meaningful link to its heritage,” he wrote. “We failed to articulate a mission worthy of our past and capable of driving our future.” For this particular executive, AT&T’s failure to fully ground its new future directions in its legendary past during a critically important time of organizational change prevented the firm from gaining sufficient constituent commitment to successfully execute its new strategic vision.

Heritage and Corporate Identity Mix

A second strategic use of corporate heritage found in the academic studies pertains to “corporate identity mix.” The term encompasses a wide range of intangible, usually externally facing assets of a corporation: reputation, brand, public image, values, ethics, and other similar characteristics. Collectively, these intangibles “are important assets in enabling organizations to exploit opportunities and mitigate threats” and serve as a source of “sustainable competitive advantage.”

Numerous studies have begun to quantify the value of these intangible assets. The previously mentioned Weber Shandwick survey, where executives believed that the majority of their firms’ market value is attributable to reputation, is one. Another study showed that corporate investments in intangibles such as reputation, identity, and brand can positively influence perceptions for new and existing customers alike. Similarly, a study of “March Madness,” the United States’ annual NCAA college basketball tournament, demonstrated—through
a statistical examination of the process and results of invitations to participate in the 1980s and 1990s—that an organization with a historical legacy of high status based on past performances will benefit from the privileges of that high status, even in periods when its competitive performance does not warrant those privileges.\(^{62}\)

One author summed up the tangible importance of intangibles by noting that “a risk to its reputation is a threat to the survival of the enterprise.” \(^{63}\)

These studies uniformly accept the importance of heritage to these intangibles, particularly in an era when business change is constant. While organizations recognize and accept that adapting to change is a critical and never-ending process, constituents, including employees, investors, and the media, value continuity and stability. “It is not considered wise public relations,” stated one study, “to present an organization’s identity as constantly changing.” \(^{64}\) Another study explicitly incorporated a historical component in its definition of reputation, when it stated that “reputation is an outcome of interactions between stakeholders and the organization over time.” \(^{65}\) Numerous authors also have concluded that heritage plays a significant role in brand, conveying a sense of stability, authenticity, and emotional and symbolic attachment. \(^{66}\) One study, a statistical analysis of 458 questionnaires, noted that brand heritage is a key driver of brand perception, adding “depth, authenticity, and credibility to the brand’s perceived value,” and marketplace differentiation, where it is “helpful for building a special relationship with a consumer or a range of non-consumer stakeholders.” \(^{67}\) A study of IBM’s brand, long considered to be one of the most valuable in the world, demonstrated the integral contribution IBM’s heritage makes to the company’s four key brand characteristics. \(^{68}\)

Several studies focused on individual firms elaborated on how heritage helped successfully implement strategic identity mix goals. The heritage tourism industry was cited as being particularly adept at packaging history to create emotional connections with the consumer. \(^{69}\) The previously cited studies of Cadbury, Bang and Olafsen, Scania, and British Rail indicated how these firms
used their heritage to better position themselves in the marketplace. A study on reputation noted that extraction companies like Big Oil became leaders in reputation management; faced with constant scrutiny by regulators and the public, these firms generated a “social license to operate” by demonstrating a history of values and ethical behavior. A study on authenticity demonstrated how linking to a brand of premium wines positively influenced consumer perception. One author demonstrated how Australia’s Bendigo Bank tapped community feelings of nostalgia for old-time banking service levels to successfully launch a branch business model. An analysis of the Cunard Line’s brand heritage prior to and after its acquisition by Carnival Lines “suggests that the historical status of older companies is often explicitly linked to their brand identity and consumer appeal” and, furthermore, that Cunard’s heritage played a significant role in its recent turnaround. As part of its 2011 centennial initiative, IBM’s heritage was a core component of a program that successfully met key strategic business objectives: to strengthen bonds with employees, to address weaknesses in key brand characteristics, to differentiate the brand in the marketplace, and to improve the selling environment with current and prospective clients.

The use of heritage in corporate identity mixes is so powerful that sometimes companies—in lieu of utilizing their own heritage—incorporate broader national heritage themes into their corporate or product brand identities. One study demonstrated how Canada’s Tim Hortons doughnut and coffee shops associated its brand with two deeply rooted aspects of Canadian heritage—hockey and the military—to create authenticity and generate consumer appeal for its brand. Another study similarly demonstrated how an expansion hockey team with no history of its own, the Edmonton Oilers, integrated ties to Canada’s broader hockey heritage into its marketing efforts to attract fans and shape them into a cohesive, cross-nation fan base. A third study showed how the Jack Daniel’s whiskey brand tapped into the mythic imagery of America’s backwoods frontier to strategically reposition its product as a drink of common people, rather than the upper-class elixir of its traditional marketing. “By connecting a firm’s history to broader social and cultural values shared by external stakeholders, at the level of community or the nation-state, narrative accounts of a firm’s history may be used to appropriate the legitimacy of broader socio-cultural institutions . . . (and) create substantial and sustainable competitive advantage.”

It is clear the critics believe that an organization’s history can be a rare and inimitable resource that can contribute to many of the intangible assets collectively known as the corporate identity mix. For these authors, the integration of heritage into this mix, like organizational change management, is strategic, purposeful, and agentic. This process requires proactive managers to “uncover” aspects of heritage through archival and consumer research, “activate” that
heritage through product design and marketing communications, and “protect” that heritage through stewardship and attention to continuity.\textsuperscript{79}

Lessons for Corporate Archives and Beyond

Corporate history practitioners can draw several key lessons from this review of academic literature on the use of the past by organizations. First, for more than seventy-five years, it has been axiomatic in corporate archival literature that organizational pasts have strategic value, and, therefore, companies

\textbf{FIGURE 4.} IBM leveraged its heritage during its 2011 centennial to successfully address a number of internal and external corporate issues ranging from employee retention in emerging markets to strengthening its brand characteristics to deepening its relationships with IT industry decision makers. The company strategically tapped its history to craft key messaging that raised stakeholder awareness of and appreciation for the firm’s past accomplishments, present capabilities, and future aspirations. The heritage-driven centennial program also had a bottom-line impact, as IBM generated record revenues and earnings in 2011, despite being in the midst of a recessed economy. Image courtesy of the IBM Corporation.
should invest in an archival function. It is equally clear that business executives do not consider this in fact to be an axiom; studies of the history of corporate archives indicate that most archives were initially organized not because of a recognized strategic value, but because of a heightened historical awareness driven by company anniversaries and events.\textsuperscript{80} Absent anniversary drivers, corporate archives are much more vulnerable to budget reductions or even elimination. In the search for a compelling case capable of persuading executives of the current and ongoing strategic value to be drawn from a corporate archives outside of anniversaries, the perspectives and terminology found in business academic literature may help.

The two schools of thought drawn from business academic literature and reviewed here subscribe to the axiom that organizational history matters, but each offers a different perspective on the strategic value of that history. One, the path-dependence school, believes that history has little ongoing strategic value and, in fact, is something to be feared lest it lead to rigid organizational thinking and immutable behaviors.

The other school of thought, thematically but arbitrarily grouped here as the critics, collectively rebuts path dependence’s characteristic denial of the current and ongoing strategic value of organizational pasts by asserting that an organization’s history is a strategic asset that has current and future business relevance. The research and writings of these critics offer a promising source of convincing conceptual arguments to corporate history practitioners.

A second key learning is that the subjective interpretation of history and its application as heritage is not an illegitimate use of an organization’s past. Nor is the creation of heritage to be equated with fabrication. “History must be treated as malleable—subtly but significantly open to revisions that make it conform to current needs and perceptions.”\textsuperscript{81} Corporate history is broad enough to encompass multiple interpretations, allowing it to be constructed and reconstructed to meet organizational needs. “History, and its symbolic manifestation through tradition and ritual, is often an elaborate invention used to frame and motivate action.”\textsuperscript{82} Heritagel and its symbolic manifestation through tradition and ritual, is often an elaborate invention used to frame and motivate action.”\textsuperscript{82} Heritage is an end product of that interpretive process, which “clarifies and makes the past relevant for contemporary contexts and purposes.”\textsuperscript{83} This heritage application makes history highly meaningful in corporate constructs and allows corporate history practitioners to continue to keep their archival content (and, by extension, their functions) current and relevant.

Lastly, this review demonstrates that while progress in measuring the financial value organizational pasts hold for corporations is being made, it is still an ongoing work. It is clear that until tangible financial measurements that capture and quantify the monetary value of corporate history contributions are identified, a compelling, irrefutable strategic value statement capable of
convincing skeptical executives that corporate archives are “must have” functions will remain aspirational.84

Regardless, this review clearly indicates that a strong, demonstrable business case for an organization’s application of its history does exist. To the extent that history is incorporated into high-visibility concepts like organizational change and corporate identity mixes, it creates strategic value. History, distilled into heritage, helps organizations manage internal and external transitions by demonstrating continuity with the past or conversely providing proof of the need to break from the past. It supports identity, brand, reputation, and internal and external communications initiatives. An organization that can effectively leverage its history during even difficult periods can shape how it is perceived and received by key constituents: the industry, regulators, clients, employees, and the public. To this end, corporate history can serve as a source of competitive advantage and contribute to revenue-generation activities. In so doing, it may better position corporate archivists to compete for funding in their organizations.

For corporate archivists, the absolute truths to be extrapolated from this business academic literature is that first, in both theory and practice, an archives should be foundational to high-value strategic initiatives, and that, second, with the unknowing help of business academics, the profession is closer than ever to proving it in terms with which even Neutron Jack Welch can agree.
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